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Abstract

Time Sequence Diagrams �TSDs� are a graphical representation employed
to clarify the communication between service users and a service provider in
the ISO�OSI basic reference model� In this paper we de�ne the syntax and
semantics of a textual representation for TSDs� As well� we provide a method for
translating TSDs into this language� Furthermore� some extensions of TSDs are
introduced that allow some special facets of an arbitrary layer to be described�

� Introduction

The ISO�OSI basic reference model �ISO��a� CCI��a� describes di�erent layers for
the modularization of computer communication� According to �VL��� a speci	ca

tion of one layer should start at the highest level of abstraction� Therefore� service
speci	cations are need as requirements rather than protocol speci	cations� which
can only describe the implementation of a service� Thus� every layer has an ISO or
CCITT� document which speci	es its services� These speci	cations are in natural
language� supplemented with some additional formal and semi
formal material� The
natural language and the semi
formal parts may lead to unintended interpretation
ambiguities� which should be avoided in an international standard� To avoid misin

terpretation we believe that it is necessary to develop a formal service speci	cation
for every layer� Therefore� we propose that the semi
formal parts of such speci	ca

tions should be transformed into formal ones in a schematic way� Toward this goal�
we provide such a transformation for Time Sequence Diagrams� �Translations for
other semi
formal parts can be found in �Fac���� Later the natural language part of
such speci	cations� which is usually layer speci	c� can be formally speci	ed� The dif

ferent speci	cation parts are then combined into a complete service speci	cation� In
�VSvSB��� this is called a constraint oriented speci	cation style� With this approach
a pure formal speci	cation of a service can be derived�

We note that the method presented in this paper only provides a proposed formal
semantics for TSDs and has not been authorized by a standardization organization�

�In ���� the CCITT became the Telecommunication Standards Sector of the International
Telecommunication Union �ITU�T�� If a document is published by CCITT� this organization name
is used instead of ITU�T in the sequel�
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Our method is only based on examples given in the ISO�CCITT documents or in
literature�

Section � introduces the basic concepts and formalisms� In Section � the syntax
of a simple language �TSD
DL� for the representation of TSDs is introduced� For
this language a denotational semantics� which is based on traces� is given in Section
�� A development of TSD
DL expressions for arbitrary TSDs is the main part of
Section � In Section � some example TSD
DL expressions for TSDs are presented�
In Section � extensions of TSDs are proposed and discussed� Section � presents a
semantics without restriction of the service user�s behavior�

� Basic Concepts

In this section we give a short introduction to Time Sequence Diagrams and our
formalism�

��� Time Sequence Diagrams

Time sequence diagrams� in the sequel abbreviated as TSDs� are a semi
formal means
of describing a speci	c property of a service speci	cation� TSDs are de	ned in
�ISO��a� CCI��b� �a newer version is in �ISO���� by some examples� We restrict
our semantic foundation to the 	rst de	nitions� because the basic reference model
�ISO��a� is based on them� In the sequel we will discuss the di�erences between the
two de	nitions of TSDs�

TSDs are considered to be at most semi
formal� e�g� in �BHS���� because they
are described in �ISO��a� CCI��b� without a formal semantics� It is our intention to
show that and how they can be formalized�

With TSDs timing precedences between service primitives can be expressed� In
the following� the term �events� is used instead of �service primitives� as an abbre

viation�

H
H
H

�a
�b

� �
� �� c�d

Figure �� Example TSD

In Figure �� a TSD describing the temporal ordering of the events a� b� c and d
is presented� The two vertical lines� which denote the Service Access Points �SAP��
divide three di�erent communication partners from left to right� User A �on the
left
hand side�� the service provider �between the two vertical lines� and user B �on
the right
hand side�� The vertical lines also denote an increase in time downwards�
Therefore a temporal ordering of service primitives at each SAP is given� Two
service primitives at di�erent SAPs can be related by a solid line� which indicates
a timing precedence� For example in Figure � the event b takes place after event a�
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Events connected with a tilde ��� are not related with respect to time� Therefore
any temporal ordering of the events c and d in Figure � is allowed�

A service speci	cation uses a set of TSDs to describe service behavior� Therefore
it is necessary to de	ne a combination of TSDs� However� the interpretation of the
combination is hidden in the graphical representation of TSDs and therefore has to
be de	ned in the semantics of TSDs� In the following we will informally introduce
our interpretation of the combination of TSDs� Therefore� we de	ne some notions
in an informal way which will later be formalized�

The TSDs of a service speci	cation can be regarded as a description of the gen

eration principle for the allowed sequences of events� which we call scenarios� To
clarify the semantics of a TSD description of a service we introduce the notion of
scenaric interpretation� which describes one possible scenario of a TSD without rep

etition� The complete interpretation describes an arbitrary number of repetitions of
TSDs� The scenaric interpretation of a single TSD describes the allowed scenarios
of events� where it is not possible that only a pre	x of these scenarios take place� In
other words the scenaric interpretation requires that all events of a TSD take place�

The alternative part of the combination of TSDs is de	ned by an arbitrary choice
of the scenarios described by single TSDs� The complete interpretation of TSDs cov

ers the repetitive part of the combination which is de	ned by an arbitrary interleaving
of one scenario with the repetition of this scenario� The complete interpretation of
a TSD is derived by an interleaving of an arbitrary number of scenarios which are
the result of a scenaric interpretation� This view is necessary to describe a possibly
reordering of data during the data transfer in lower layers� A detailed motivation of
the chosen combination is given in �Fac���

TSDs describe neither a safety nor a liveness property in the sense of �AS����
They express a combined safety and liveness property� This is a consequence that
due to the chosen scenaric interpretation of TSDs all events have to happen�

��� Traces

With a global view of time the timing precedence of two events at di�erent SAPs
can be examined� Therefore traces are chosen as a semantic basis� Such a set of
traces can be used for the interpretation of TSDs�

Traces are used to describe a history of events in distributed systems� They are
possibly in	nite sequences of events� which are denoted by the type Trace Event ��

� � is used as constructor and � as empty trace��a�� a�� � � � � an� is an abbrevi

ation for a��a� � � ��an���

� � denotes the concatenation� If s is an in	nite trace s � t � s holds�

� v denotes the usual pre	x ordering� svt � �s�� �s�s� � t�

� The 	lter function a c�t yields the subpart of the trace t consisting only of the
elements a� E�g� the following holds� a c��a� c� a� b� a� � �a� a� a� For sim

plicity a set can be used as 	rst operand� fa� cg c��a� c� a� b� a� � �a� c� a� a�

�Note that Trace is used as a type constructor� Trace Event is an instantiation of the polymor�
phic type Trace �
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� � yields the length of a trace� The length of an in	nite trace is ��

� �x denotes the 	xpoint operator� which yields the least 	xpoint of a function�
E�g� �x�s���s denotes an in	nite trace consisting of only ��s� For a detailed
explanation see e�g� �LS����

As usual with traces an interleaving semantics is taken in the following in which
simultaneous happening events can not be expressed� This can be extended to real
concurrency� in which simultaneous events are possible� by introduction of a set of
events instead of events as basic elements of traces� This would make the notation
more complicated�

A more detailed introduction to the formalism we use can be found in �BDD�����
For the de	nition of the formal semantics of TSDs we introduce the strict function

�lter� The 	lter function is polymorphic� because it is later used with traces of
di�erent sorts�

	lter� ��Trace ��Trace ��Trace �

ps � � � xs � � � 	lter�el�ps�xs���

	lter�el�p�ps�x�xs� � if �el � p�
then x�	lter�el�ps�xs�
else 	lter�el�ps�xs�

The function filter�el� ps� xs� extracts the trace of all elements of a trace xs whose
elements at the corresponding position in ps are equal to the element el� ps is later
used as a prophecy parameter to simulate an arbitrary segmentation of a trace�

Example �� The filter Function

In this example the e�ect of the filter function is demonstrated�

filter��� ��� �� �� ����a� b� c� d�� � �a� c�

filter��� ��� �� �� ����a� b� c� d�� � ��

Even in	nite traces can be used�

filter��� ��� �� �� �� � � � ���a� b� a� b� � � � �� � �a� b�

filter��� ��� �� �� �� �� �� � � � ���a� a� b� a� a� b� � � � �� � �a� b�

�

� Syntax of TSD�DL

In this section the BNF syntax of the Time Sequence Diagram Description Language
�TSD
DL� is de	ned� The basic elements of this language are events and operations�
An event is a service primitive with additional information about the direction and
the source� Initially� we omit this additional information�
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��� �TSD� ��� �Event�
��� �TSD� ��� �TSD� � �TSD�
��� �TSD� ��� �TSD� � �TSD�
��� �TSD� ��� �TSD� � �TSD�
�� �TSD� ��� �TSD� j �TSD�
��� �TSD� ��� �TSD��

In line �
� the elements for the construction of a single TSD are introduced� Line
 and � represent combination operators which we use to express how TSDs are put
together� Two elements can be sequentially combined by the operator �� The ab

sence of a timing relation between two elements is described by the � operator� The
conjunctive combination of timing precedences is described by �� The alternative
composition of separated TSDs is achieved by the j operator� The last combination
operator is �� that describes a repetition of a TSD
DL expression�

In the following� we give a few examples of how TSDs can be expressed by TSD

DL�

H
H
H

�a
�b

Figure �� TSD with two elements

The TSD shown in Figure � de	nes that the event a leads later to an event b� This
timing precedence� which describes the scenaric interpretation� can be expressed by
the TSD
DL expression a � b� Note that both events have to take place� The �
symbol denotes an additional timing precedence�

H
H
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�b
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�d

Figure �� TSD with four elements

The TSD of Figure � describes a scenario with four events� where 	rst a� then b� then
c and 	nally event d takes place� This leads to the scenaric interpretation expressed
with the TSD
DL expression �a � b� � �c � d�� Because � is associative also
a � �b � �c � d�� can be used� but the 	rst expression is closer to the graphical
representation�

A description of all TSDs of a service is� �TSD� j TSD� j � � � j TSDn�
�� Here

TSDi is an arbitrary TSD
DL expression for the scenaric interpretation of a single





TSD� The intuition behind this TSD
DL expression is that each TSDi describes
the scenaric interpretation of one TSD� All TSDs of one layer can be alternatively
combined using j� This leads to the scenaric interpretation of all TSDs of one layer�
�TSD� j TSD� j � � � j TSDn�� However� the scenaric interpretation describes exactly
possible sequences of events of TSDs without repetition� An arbitrary number of
repetitions� in other words the complete interpretation� is achieved by the operator
��

� A Denotational Semantics of TSD�DL Expressions

A TSD
DL expression describes a set of traces of events� To simplify the description�
predicates are used to denote sets� In the following a TSD
DL expression TS can be
inductively transformed into a predicate PTS�t� with the following intuition�

PTS�t� holds i� a trace t of events� which is denoted by the sort Trace Event�
is correct with respect to the construction rules described in the TSD
DL
expression TS�

The denotational semantics of a TSD
DL expression is de	ned as follows�

�� Basic TSDs�

Pa�t� � �t��a�� i� a� Event

Note that Pa�t� holds only if the trace t consists of one element a�

�� Sequential Composition�

PTS��TS��t� � �s�� s� �Trace Event�
t � s� � s��PTS��s���PTS��s��

�� Interleaving Composition�

PTS��TS��t� � �bs �Trace Bool�
�bs ���PTS��filter�true� bs� t��
�PTS��filter�false� bs� t��

�� Conjunctive Composition�

PTS��TS�
�t� � PTS��t��PTS��t�

�� Disjunctive Composition�

PTS�jTS��t� � PTS��t��PTS��t�
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�� Repetition�

PTS��t� � �ns �Trace Nat�
�ns �� � �n � nat� PTS�filter�n� ns� t��

�filter�n� ns� t� � �

The operator � is used to describe an arbitrary� possibly in	nite fair interleaving
of TSDs� i� e�� a total segmentation of a trace into disjoint parts� E�g� P�a�b���t� holds
for the in	nite trace t � �x�s��a� b��s� because ns � ��� �� �� �� � � � �� Another ex

ample� P�a�b���t� also holds for t � �x�s��a� a� b��s� because ns � ��� �� �� �� �� �� � � � ��
The last trace describes a property� which can not be approximated from 	nite be

havior� For every 	nite pre	x t� of t� P�a�b�� �t

�� does not hold� Only in the in	nite
trace t� does there exist� for every event a� a corresponding event b�

Remark� Modi�cation of the Semantics of Basic TSDs

If the empty trace would be included in the de	nition of basic TSDs in line
�� the basic property of TSDs that every event of a TSD has to take place is
violated� This can be seen if the de	nition of the basic case Pa�t� � �t � �a��
would be modi	ed� In the following example the e�ects of including the empty
trace in the de	nition of the semantics of basic TSDs is shown�

�	� Basic TSDs�

P �
a�t� � �t��a� � t��� i� a� event

The TSD
DL expression of the TSD shown in Figure � would have after a sim

pli	cation the semantics using the same de	nition of the sequential composition
given by line ��

P �
a�b�t� � �t � ��t � �a��t � �b��t � �a� b��

This would give a trace which consists only of the event a a correct semantics�
That is not intended by the TSD� �

The semantics of a TSD�DL expression expr is de	ned as the set of all traces
where Pexpr holds�

��expr��T SD �� ft 	 Act�jPexpr�t�g

In this� Act� is the set of all traces over the actions denoted by ACT �
To take stock� we have now de	ned a formal semantics of TSD
DL expressions�

What remains is the transformation of the graphical representation of TSDs to TSD

DL expressions� Then we will have given the graphical representation of TSDs a
formal semantics� using TSD
DL as an intermediate step�
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� Transformation of Time Sequence Diagrams to TSD�

DL Expressions

In this section a formal interpretation of TSD into TSD
DL expressions is presented�
We note that� because only an informal semantics of TSDs exists the presented
formal semantics can only be validated and not formally compared�

��� A First Step to the Interpretation of TSDs

Every TSD is translated into a TSD
DL expression� In the graphical representation
of a TSD two corresponding service primitives on di�erent SAPs have a timing
precedence relation� which is represented by �� or no timing relation� which is
represented by �� The combination of more TSD parts can be achieved by the
temporal ordering on the time axis �see Figure ���

The TSD of Figure � is used in �CCI��b� ISO��a� to explain the meaning of TSDs�
Even this TSD leads to an interpretation di�culty� One possible interpretation of
the TSD shown in Figure � is the TSD
DL expression� �a � b� � �c � d�� In this
interpretation it is guaranteed that event d takes place after event b� A more rigorous
approach is that � describes a real absence of a timing relation� Then it can only
be stated that event a takes place before event b� a before d and b before c� In this
interpretation it is allowed� that event d takes place before event b� This leads to the
TSD
DL expression a� ��b� c� � d�� Note that the second interpretation includes
the 	rst one and is therefore more general� The second interpretation is given in the
service speci	cation of the network layer in �ISO��b� CCI��d� as an extra verbal
addition� In �CCI��c� the same TSD is used for the service speci	cation of the data
link layer� but no additional text about the interpretation is explicitly given�

The same ambiguity can be demonstrated by Figure ��

� �
� �� b�a

� �
� ��c�d

Figure �� Example TSD

One interpretation of the TSD presented in Figure � is the TSD
DL expression
�a � b� � �c � d�� In this interpretation the events a and b have to take place
before the events c and d� The second possible interpretation is that there are only
two timing precedences between the events a and d� and between the events b and c�
This leads to the TSD
DL expression� �a� d� � �b� c�� In the sequel the second
interpretation is chosen� because it describes only the essential parts of the timing
precedence relation�
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��� A Schematic Interpretation Method for Separated TSDs

One way to give an arbitrary TSD a semantics is to determine for each example
TSD one TSD
DL expression� Since the number of di�erent TSDs is limited in the
ISO or CCITT documents this method is applicable� However� the better way is a
schematic method which translates an arbitrary TSD into a TSD
DL expression�

This method is divided into four steps�

�� Developing the �basic timing precedence� relation� As a starting point every
timing precedence of a TSD must be considered� There are two di�erent kinds�
First the timing precedences of events� which take place at one SAP� given by
the time axis� Second the timing precedences between events at di�erent SAPs�
given by the connection of two service primitives with a solid line� The timing
precedences of the TSD shown in Figure � are� a� d� b� c� a� b� c� d� For
Figure � the following timing precedences are derived� a � d� b � c� a � b�
The tilde expresses no timing precedence and is therefore of no interest� The
set of timing precedences of a TSD TS is denoted as BP �TS��

�� Construction of the �basic precedence� expression� The basic precedence ex

pression BPexpr�TS� of a TSD represents the basic timing precedence relation
expressed in TSD
DL� All elements of BP �TS� are combined with the TSD
DL
operator �� which describes a conjunctive composition�

BPexpr�TS� 	 fbp��bp�� � � ��bpnjfbp�� � � � � bpng � BP �TS�g

�� Construction of the �all happens� expression� The all happens expression
ALL�TS� describes the fact that all actions of a TSD have to happen� There

fore all actions of a TSD TS� whose set is denoted by ACT �TS�� are connected
with the TSD
DL operator ��

ALL�TS� 	 fact� � act� � � � � � actnjfact�� � � � � actng � ACT �TS�g

�� Construction of the TSD�DL expression� The TSD
DL expression� which de

scribes the scenaric interpretation of a single TSD is the conjunctive composi

tion of the basic precedence expression with the all happens expression�

�ALL�TS����BPexpr�TS��

The presented method only works with events which can be uniquely distin

guished by name� The problem is a consequence of the used � operator which can
be avoided by transformation rules� If one event is used repeatedly in one TSD�
the events have to be tagged for the construction of a TSD
DL expression� These
TSD
DL expressions can be simpli	ed to expressions without the operator �� and
then the tagging can be omitted �for more details see �Fac����

All TSD
DL expressions derived from single TSDs of a service are alternatively
combined� �TSD� j TSD� j � � � j TSDn�

�� Here TSDi is an arbitrary TSD
DL expres

sion for a single TSD�
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��� Including Source and Direction of Service Primitives

The transformation method of Section �� may lead to equivalent TSD
DL expres

sions for di�erent TSDs�

H
H
H

�a
�b

�a

�b

Figure � TSDs with equivalent TSD
DL expressions

Both TSDs shown in Figure  are transformed into the very same TSD
DL ex

pression a � b� because the event identi	ed by b is used for two di�erent events�
The distinction between these events is given by the di�erent sources� This problem
can simply be avoided by tagging every service primitive with information about its
source and direction� We use A for the left SAP and B for the right one� The 	rst
TSD of Figure  is transformed to the TSD
DL expression aInA � bOutB � the second
TSD is transformed to aInA � bOutA � To simplify the expression in the sequel this
additional tagging is omitted� if only one event appears once in a single TSD�

� Some Examples of TSD�DL Expressions

In this section some examples for the semantics of TSDs and transformations of
TSDs into TSD
DL expressions are given� First the semantics of single TSDs is
shown� secondly examples for combined TSDs are presented�

The corresponding TSD
DL expression for the complete interpretation of the
TSD shown in Figure � is� �a� b�� The semantics of this expression is�

P�a�b���t� � �ns � Trace Nat� �ns ����n � nat� P�a�b��filter�n� ns� t��
�filter�n� ns� t� � �

Here P�a�b��t� can be simpli	ed by elimination of the existential quanti	er�

Pa�b�t�� �s�� s� � Trace Event� �t � s� � s�� � �s� � �a�� � �s� � �b��
� �t � �a� b��

This leads to�

P�a�b�� �t� � �ns � Trace Nat� �ns ����n � nat�filter�n� ns� t� � �a� b�
�filter�n� ns� t� � �

To determine the accepted traces 	rst 	nite traces are examined� P�a�b�� �
�a� b� a� b�� holds� This can be proven with ns � �n�� n�� n�� n���ns

�� Analo

gously� P�a�b����a� a� b� b�� holds� because ns � �n�� n�� n�� n���ns

�� That P�a�b�� �
�b� a�� does not hold can be proven with ns � �n�� n���ns

� by case distinction on
n� � n��

��



Now we turn to the behavior of in	nite traces� Let t be an in	nite sequence
of �a� b�� in a formal notation� t � �x�s��a� b��s� P�a�b���t� holds e� g� for
ns � ��x�f��n��n� n��f�n � ���� This is not surprising� because for every 	nite
pre	x t� of t P�a�b�� �t

�� holds�
A slightly more sophisticated case is� t � �x�s��a� a� b��s� which is an in


	nite repetition of �a� a� b�� Informally for every event a there exists an event
b� which takes place later� This can be shown with ns � ��x�f��n��� 
 n� � 

n � �� n��f�n � ���� � From a practical point of view it is not surprising that
P�a�b����x�s��a� a� b��s� holds� because for every a there exists exactly one b which
happens later� Therefore� the liveness part of the TSD is ful	lled�

That P�a�b�� ��x�s��a� b� b��s� does not hold can be shown with ns � �n�� n�� n��
�ns� and case distinction�

H
H
H

�DATreq
�DATind

H
H
H

�CONreq
�CONind

�
�
�

� CONresp
�CONconf

Figure �� Example TSDs

The TSD
DL expression for the TSDs shown in Figure �� is after some simpli	

cation�

���CONreq � CONind�� �CONresp� CONconf��j�DATreq� DATind���

Now

�����CONreq � CONind�� �CONresp� CONconf��j�DATreq � DATind�����T SD

describes the set of all traces which are correct with respect to the TSDs presented
in Figure �� This example demonstrates that the presented representation can be
used also to describe the TSD part of a real layer speci	cation�

� Extensions to TSD�DL

With TSD
DL the TSD part of a service speci	cation can be formally described�
However� some facets of a service speci	cation are not covered by the used graphical
notation for TSDs� This is a consequence of the verbal additions in the ISO or
CCITT documents� In this section� some extensions of TSDs are presented� With
these extensions it is possible to describe the TSD part of an OSI service formally�
including some features like a formalization of connection disruption or the service
primitive�s parameter� We name our extension time sequence diagram description
language extended �TSD
DLext��

��



��� Formalization of Connection Disruption

Many original service speci	cations using TSDs are not able to deal correctly with
data
loss in the case of a connection disruption� or they handle it with an informal
addition�

An example for this is the INRES service �Hog��� Hog���� which has been de

veloped to represent a simple example service� The motivation for using the INRES
service instead of a concrete ISO�OSI service is that for the INRES service there
exists an informal and a formal speci	cation� The latter is used to avoid misinter

pretations� In �Hog��� Hog��� the data transfer of the INRES service is informally
speci	ed with the TSD presented in Figure ��

H
H
H

�DATreq
�DATind

�DATreq

�DISind

Figure �� Data transfer in the INRES service

In the TSDs presented in Figure � every data request �DATreq� leads to a data
indication �DATind� or disconnect indication �DISind�� For example� suppose a
service user issues 	ve DATreqs� Suppose also that only the 	rst one is successful
and leads to one DATind and then the connection is disturbed� Due to the TSDs
presented in Figure �� the service provider has then to emit four DISind� But this
is in contrast to the formal speci	cations of the service in LOTOS� SDL and Estelle
in �Hog��� Hog���� where in this case only one DISind has to be sent� Therefore� in
�BHS��� an additional TSD that we show in Figure � is suggested�

�DATreq

Figure �� Extension of the data transfer in the INRES service

Using the additional TSD presented in Figure � it is now possible that only one
DISind is sent� But then the TSDs of Figures � and � also describe an insecure data
transfer too� because loss of data is possible during two successful data transfers� A
	rst solution is to forbid this behavior in the connection part of a service speci	cation�
which describes the properties of a connection� however� this would lead e�g� in
�ISO��b� to a huge number of TSDs� because in the transport layer every TSD can
be interrupted� As a consequence� all possible interruptions of all TSDs have to be
given in detail�

To avoid this problem a new operator for TSDs is introduced in Figure ��
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�DATreq

�DATind

interrupted by� DISind

Figure �� TSD with kill
operator

The corresponding TSD
DL expression of the TSD presented in Figure � is

�DATreq � DATind�� yDISind

with the semantics that a DISind may interrupt the complete interpretation of
DATreq � DATind�

With the same method the verbal addition in the service de	nition of the trans

port layer in �ISO��b� CCI��e� can be totally formalized� This verbal addition de

scribes that the transport layer service primitives T
DISCONNECTrequest or T

DISCONNECTindication may terminate any of the other sequence of service prim

itives�

��� Including Parameter of Service Primitives

Normally� service primitives are used in TSDs without parameters� However� the
parameters of data transfer service primitives are important� because they are the
essential part of a communication� The simple introduction of parameters leads to
the TSD presented in Figure ���

H
H
H

�DATreq�x�
�DATind�x�

Figure ��� Data transfer with parameters

This shows a correct data transfer� It does not include the residual failure prob�
ability concept� in which non detectable transfer errors are possible� This concept is
a part of the OSI basic reference model �ISO��a� and therefore ought to be modeled�
To describe this behavior we extend Time Sequence Diagrams with parameter re�
strictions� With this concept parameters which are in a previously de	ned relation
are describable in TSDs� For example� the TSD pictured in Figure �� de	nes that
DATreq�x� and DATind�y� belong to same TSD i� x � y holds�
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�DATreq�x�
�DATind�y�

x�y

Figure ��� Data transfer with parameter restrictions

Here � is an equivalence relation� which describes the class of non detectable
errors� The TSD presented in Figure �� can be transformed to a new TSD
DL
expression

Var x� y With x � y � DATreq�x�� DATind�y�

where x and y are bound variables with the restriction that x � y holds� Now the
relation between the service primitive�s parameters x and y can be expressed� The
service primitives DATreq�x� and DATind�y� are described by the TSD of Figure
�� only if x � y holds�

The extended TSD can also be used to describe the negotiation of quality of ser

vice parameters during the connection establishment phase� Then a partial ordering
has to be used instead of the equivalence relation ��

��� Syntax and Semantics of TSD�DLext

Now we discuss how to syntactically and semantically model our extensions� The
syntax of TSD
DLext is a simple extension of the syntax of TSD
DL with

�TSD� ��� �TSD� �y� �TSD�
�TSD� ��� Var �varlist� With �boolexpr� ��� �TSD�

where �varlist� is a list of variable identi	ers separated by ��� and �boolexpr� is
a boolean expression�

The formal semantics of the kill operator y is�

PTS�yTSK �t� � PTS��t�
� �s�� sk� t

� � Trace Event� t � s� � sk
� PTSK �sk�
� s� �� �
� PTS��s� � t

��

A correct trace for the TSD
DLext expression TS� y TSK is a correct trace with
respect to TS�� or a trace interrupted by TSK � where the interrupted trace is a pre	x
of a correct trace with respect to TS��

The formal semantics of a parameter restriction is de	ned by�

PVar x�y With x�y�TS�t� � �x� y� x � y � PTS�t�

For simplicity the semantics is only for a variable list with two variables given�
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� The Formal Semantics of TSDs with Unrestricted Ser�

vice User	s Behavior

In the previously de	ned semantics no substantial distinction between input and
output action is made�� However� if a service provider has to be speci	ed� the
behavior of the service users� who deliver the input service primitives� should not be
restricted� In the previously de	ned semantics the occurrence of the input service
primitives can be restricted by a speci	cation as can be seen in Example ��

Example �� Restriction of the Service User	s Behavior

In this example the restriction of the service user�s behavior by the previous
de	ned semantics is shown�

H
H
HH

�i�

�o�

�
�
��

� i�

�o�

Figure ��� TSD�

The scenaric interpretation of the TSD presented in Figure �� is�

T� �� ���i� � o��� �i� � o����T SD � f�i�� o�� i�� o��g

Let the set of all input actions be I� � fi�� i�� � � �g� the set of all output actions
be O� �� fo�� o�� � � �g� The trace �i�� is not an element of T�� But this trace
should be included� because the service provider should not be able to block a
service primitive� which is received as an input� Equivalently the trace �i�� o��
is also not an element of T�� But it has to be� because the service provider
behaved correctly and waits for the service primitive i�� whose occurrence it
can not in�uence� �

Example � shows that the behavior of the service users� who form the environment
of the component to be implemented� is restricted� To avoid this restriction we adopt
the assumption�commitment style �AL��� AL��� SDW��� BS��� for trace sets� In
�AL��� a logical presentation of the behavior of a component is given by A � C�
The behavior of a component is described by two parts� The assumption part A
describes the necessary behavior of the environment� the commitment part C gives
the rules for the component� A� C holds when either A and C hold� or when A
does not hold and C holds at least until to the point in time where A does not hold�

�This is a consequence of the informal speci�cation of TSDs in 	ISO
�a� CCI

b�� where the
treatment of input and output actions is not distinguished�

�



The previously de	ned ��TS��T SD denotes the trace set in which both A and C for
a given TSD TS hold� In the following we describe an extension for this trace set�
where A is 	rst violated�

There are two possibilities for inputs that violate the assumption A 	rst�

� false input� After a false input a completion to a correct behavior is not possi

ble� E�g� the trace �i�� in Example �� Here the safety part of the assumption
does not hold�

� missing input� These are input actions that are necessary for the completion to
a correct trace� E�g� the trace �i�� o�� in Example �� In this case the liveness
part of the assumption is violated�

The formal de	nition of the extensions with false input is given for a set of traces
T � a set of input actions I and a set of output actions O by�

Efalse inp�T� I�O� �� ft � i�xj i 	 I� x 	 �I �O��

� t 	 PRE�T �

� t ��i� �	 PRE�T �g

PRE denotes the set of all pre	xes� PRE�T � �� ftpj �t 	 T� tpvtg� All traces with
pre	x t��i� are elements of the set of false input actions� i� t is a pre	x of a correct
trace of T and t appended with the input action i is not an element of the pre	x set
of T �

The extension regarding missing inputs is de	ned by�

Emissing inp�T� I�O� �� ftj t �	 T

��i 	 I� t ��i� 	 PRE�T �

���o 	 O� t ��o� �	 PRE�T ���o� 	 PRE�T ��g

A trace t is an element of the extended trace set� i� the following properties hold�
First according to t �	 T�t � �i� 	 PRE�T � it is guaranteed that one input action
has to happen� Then it has to be ensured that every necessary and possible output
action of the component has to be performed� The only output action which can
occur is a spontaneous action� which is the 	rst element of a TSD� Then according
to the semantics of TSDs �o� 	 PRE�T � holds�

These de	nitions can be combined to a semantics for TSDs without restriction
of the service user�s behavior for a TSD
DL expression Texpr� a set of input actions
I and a set of output actions O�

��Texpr��
�I�O�
T SD �� E���Texpr��T SD� I� O�

where
E�T� I�O� �� T �Efalse inp�T� I�O� �Emissing inp�T� I�O�

Some TSDs that� at a 	rst glance seem strange� can be interpreted�
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Example �� Di
cult to Implement TSD

This example demonstrates the interpretation of a TSD which is di�cult to
understand with respect to a later implementation�

� �
� �

�b�a

Figure ��� Example TSD

The complete interpretation of the TSD presented in Figure �� yields the
TSD
DL expression �a � b��� Let I �� fa� ig and O �� fog then� T� ��
���a � b����T SD � ft 	 Tracefa� bgjj�a c�t � �b c�tg

The extension regarding false inputs is de	ned as�
Efalse inp����a � b����T SD� I� O� � ft � i�xjt 	 PRE�T���x 	 Tracefa� i� bgg

The extension regarding missing inputs is de	ned as�
Emissing inp����a � b����T SD� I� O� � ft 	 Tracefa� bgj�a c�t � �b c�tg

Here the interpretation of a strange behavior can be demonstrated� A correct
implementation with respect to the TSD of 	gure �� can provide an arbitrary
number of b�s� The service provider hopes that later the service user will send
a 	tting number of a�s� If that does not happen the service user has violated
the rules 	rst� Therefore the assumption part does not hold and this trace has
to be included� �

Example � shows an interpretation of a TSDs which is not easy to be imple

mented� The in this paper de	ned concept of missing input makes the interpretation
possible� Note that the di�culties regarding the tilde symbol have as consequence
that in �ISO��� it is only presented in the appendix�


 Conclusions

In this paper a formal semantics for TSDs is developed� This gives a number of
advantages� Chief among these is that the unambiguous description of a service is
possible� demonstrated by our solutions of the interpretation problems of Figures
� and �� Because of their lack of precision� TSDs have until now been used only
for commentary and overview purposes� as stated in �BHS���� Using the semantics
presented in this paper� it is possible to use TSDs as a clear and non
ambiguous
description� Furthermore they can be utilized as a basis for the usage of formal
methods in later development steps�

Note that our semantics is not o�cially justi	ed and therefore it is only a sug

gestion for a formal semantics of TSDs� That a formal approach is necessary can be
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seen explicitly in a recent version of the TSD de	nition�ISO���� In this de	nition
the di�culties with the interpretation of � result in putting the � operator into the
appendix of this standard� These di�culties are solved by our semantics� without
restricting the service user�s behavior�

In our formal semantics it is possible to state that

P�a�b����x�s��a� a� b��s�

holds� This is a major di�erence to most process algebraic approaches� where in	nite
elements can be reached only by an approximation process e�g� �BW��� Hoa�� and
therefore our approach can lead to more abstract TSD descriptions�

If an executable interpretation of TSD
DL is desired� then it is possible to give
a LOTOS �ISO��a� based semantics� because of the close relation of the TSD
DL
operators to a process algebra� However� the introduction of the delayed choice
operator �BM��� is necessary� This operator is essential for describing TSDs in a
modular way� As an example let �a� b� be the sequence described by one TSD and
�a� c� of another one� The combination of both TSDs expressed in a process algebra
is�

�a�b� � �a�c�

However� then
�a�b� � �a�c� �� a��b� c�

holds� As a consequence the nondeterministic choice which TSD is described must
be done before or at least at the time when the action a happens� If the choice
has been wrong� a deadlock appears even if the correct action would follow� For
example the sequence �a� b� is chosen after an a occurs and then occurs the action
c� To describe TSDs in a modular way the negation of the last formula should
hold� To describe such a behavior in �BM��� the delayed choice operator has been
introduced� Since our approach can be seen as a process algebraic one we introduced
a nondeterministic operator with an equivalent behavior�

Using our approach it is possible to transform schematically one part of an ar

bitrary OSI service speci	cation into a formal speci	cation� After the formal speci

	cation of all parts of a service speci	cation based on traces a formal development
of an implementation� e�g� using stream processing functions can be achieved as in
�BDD���� DW����

The main advantage of the schematic development of a service speci	cation is
that it is not necessary to construct speci	cations from scratch for every layer as in
�ISO��b� ISO���� In this paper� such a schematic development has been carried out
for only one aspect concerning the TSD part� A method that covers the remaining
aspects is presented in �Fac���

The formal approach to describing TSDs shows that some special aspects of some
OSI layers can not be formally expressed by TSDs� This does not lead to a problem
in the ISO�CCITT documents� because they are not formal� In Section � some
extensions of TSDs are introduced to describe these aspects� Even in a non
formal
description these extensions lead to more clarity�
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